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5 d The Enterprise encounters an anomaly at the Crossroads Nebula. and loses 
nearly five days of ship time.  During this event, Tau Ceti III experiences a 
massive solar flare that destroys the Yoon civilization.  Evidence supports that
an outside agency may have been responsible for both events (TOS:71).

The Enterprise encounters the Nautilus, a three-hundred-year-old
Constitution class vessel that travelled back through time through a
Turtledove Anomaly within the Crossroads Nebula.  The small handful of a
crew on board include a deadly Yaggorth.  They belong to the Shadow Fleet, a
group of ragtag individuals fighting against the Consilium, a trading
organization that saved the Federation from collapse during a deadly
neurological plague. The cure was developed based on psionic wiring devices
pioneered by Christine Chapel after leaving the Enterprise.

Although the wiring device halts the progression of the virus, it leaves
individuals susceptible to suggestion, a side effect that the Consilium uses to
direct Federation and Starfleet policy.  The Consilium also deliberately spread
the virus to the Romulan and Klingon Empires as well as other civilizations to
bring them under their control.  Furthermore, the Consilium also place wiring
in newborn infants, inhibiting their developmental growth and delegating to
the role of Secondaries aboard Consilium vessels.

The Shadow Fleet vessel came back in time to enlist the aid of the Yoondri
before their world is destroyed and their people forced to serve the Consilium.
Before they can accomplish their goal, a Consilium vessel under the command
of Domina Germaine McKenna destroys the Yoon civilization by triggering a
solar flare.  With the aid of the Enterprise, the Nautilus manages to escape
through the Anomaly.  The Enterprise crew’s memories of these events are
erased by the Consilium ship’s crew.

Romulan agents kill three Earth scientists whose work paves the way for the
development of the Federation.  As a result, Vulcan is the driving force for
galactic unification, and form the Alliance, while Earth falls into a period called
the Dark Times.  Earth joins in exchange for technological advancement and
its people are drafted into Starfleet.  Ensign James Kirk is accused of murder
at the academy and is subjected to the Talos device, which leaves him a
broken man.  Eventually he is assigned to the VSS ShiKahr under the
command of Cptain Spock.  Spock and Kirk become aware that their reality is
an artificial construct as those whose minds reject this reality start to go
insane.  With the help of the Romulan Praetor, they travel back in time to
stop the Romulan andropids from completeing their assignment and revert
time back to its normal flow, causing their reality to cease.

Admiral Riker and Captain Wesley Crusher of the Hood attend the funeral of
Lwaxana Troi on Betazed, bringing up the violent death of Deanna Troi years



earlier.  Riker discovers that Deanna was killed using a poison that had not
yet been invented, and that her death was not a tragic accident but a result
of a time-travelling assassin from his own time.  Admiral Riker uses the
Guardian of Forever to travel back in time and save Deanna’s life, despite the
attempt of the crew of the Enterprise-F under the command of Captain Data
to stop him (TNG:Imz).


